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Yosvany Terry might have become a clarinetist. About to begin conservatory training 
and unsure which instrument to focus on, the nine-year-old was considering the wood-
wind when he saw a TV ad featuring a saxophone—“and the rest is history.” Another 
fork in the road for the Latin Jazz artist, during his childhood in Cuba: random placement 
in an English, rather than Russian, language class. With a father who was a famous cha-
ranga (Cuban dance music) conductor, violinist, and chekeré player (the percussion in-
strument made of a hollow gourd covered in a net of beads), Terry and his brothers 
grew up serious about music, but also kept busy with other pursuits: math contests, 
volleyball, handball, and badminton. (His desire to learn tennis was thwarted, he jokes, 
because “it was a capitalist sport.”) Describing the “field research” central to his com-
position process, Terry cites the example of Bartók and Kodály collecting Hungarian 
folksongs. “I go to the countryside in the middle of nowhere”—recently, Cuba’s Matan-
zas and Villa Clara provinces—“and I get together with these old people” to learn about 
local instruments, chants, melodies, and ceremonies. Exploring the far-flung origins of 
Afro-Cuban jazz, Terry’s music has been praised for its “multilevel fluencies,” for delv-
ing into history while always pushing forward. He brings this momentum to his teaching, 
as the new visiting senior lecturer of music and director of jazz bands. A listener de-
scribed Terry’s first rehearsal with the Harvard musicians as “a little like boxers circling 
each other, feinting, seeing how they will move,” but during their 90 minutes together, 
the band-leader “pulled them toward an idea of what he wanted,” and by the end, audi-
ence and band alike “could hear how far we had traveled.” vsophia nguyen
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ulty members to develop less-than-course-
length online units (“briefer modules,” 
which can stand alone or be adopted by 
teachers of other courses). Third is “how 
to incorporate digital media into MOOCs 
and our teaching on campus,” for instance 
through accessing museum collections and 
library holdings (as in the current multi-
part “The Book,” which is not tied to any 
current campus course). A final goal is as-
suring that online content is available for 
use in campus courses.

A good deal hinges on obtaining more 
in-depth research, for which Bol’s organi-
zation has created an integrated team of 
analysts led by professor of government 
Dustin Tingley. The edX platform now 
permits rigorous “A/B” testing of differing 
teaching methods and learning outcomes, 
applicable to the enormous data sets ac-
cumulated from learners enrolled in each 
online course. Tingley’s team can design 
such experiments into courses by working 
with their instructors, and can also bring 
to the discussion insights from cognitive 
science and pedagogical research else-
where. (Meanwhile, it remains more dif-
ficult to assess residential courses. Garber 
noted that there is “rarely consensus on 
what outcomes to measure,” given a spec-
trum ranging from student knowledge 
at the end of a course, to applications of 
that experience later in life. Bol observed 
that campus courses are typically so small 
that it is difficult to gather statistically 
valid data from the number of students 
enrolled.)

As experimentation continues with in-
creasing precision and depth, making the 
transition to a new economic model natu-
rally emerges as a priority. Garber’s paper 
notes that most Harvard online courses 
“are free and open, and I do not expect 
that to change.” But funding those courses 
“thanks to the support of generous donors 
as well as unrestricted University funds…
cannot be sustained indefinitely at current 
levels.” (The Faculty of Arts and Sciences 
contributed $2.5 million to edX in each 
of its first two years, and other Harvard 
schools were likely assessed, too.) Hence 
the interest in fee-based, professional-ed-
ucation applications, distribution through 
the Division of Continuing Education, and 
other revenue-generating options.

MUch of this sorting out is the responsibil-
ity of vice-provost Bol, who oversees both 
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